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Mini Island: Winter is a one small hold & Gun, boss Rush minigame of Casual difficulty! This beautiful
place was built only for simple fun! Choose the character and difficulty level that best suits you and
enjoy a short, simple but colorful boss rush minigame! Features: - 4 types of 16 playable characters.
- 7 stages with 26 boss fights. - Simple Hit & Dodge Style Action. Enjoy if you are around: - Casual
players or want to try something simple but fun. - Casual Players or want to avoid difficult games. -
Casual Players or want to play games like around with friends. - Casual Players or want to enjoy a
simple game with friends. ------------------------------------------------------- Support me with a chat:
------------------------------------------------------- Support me with a donation:
------------------------------------------------------- Check out some of my minigames:
------------------------------------------------------- Minigame Wild Card: Minigame Loaded: Minigame Dr. Worm:
Minigame The Pirate: Minigame MiniFlame: ------------------------------------------------------- Please comment,
like and share my other videos! ------------------------------------------------------- Like my Facebook page:
------------------------------------------------------- If you want to support

Features Key:
Brand new and expanded game engine, featuring advanced graphics and physics
7 New weapons with new behaviors and loads of new destruction effects
2 New enemies, several of them very nasty (Dracule, Mad Scientist)
New game scenarios, joining the previous ones
New game voices and dialogue, adding 14 in total
Eurocom answers to some of your comments and questions with in-game options options and
improvements
Bravo to our fans that continuously sent us their ideas and comments about the game
Set of nice bonus Missions (Exclusive content)

Iron Sky: Invasion is an immersive science fiction MMORPG about exploring the solar system and fighting
against a mysterious force, inspired by the works of Stanislaw Lem, Harry Harrison and other sci-fi authors.

Join our new universe, help our heroes, explore planets and kill Space Army

Features: 

Use Item Chests (Collectors Edition only) to buy new items and pick up story quests
Weeds hidden in every map to contain bio-gases
New enemies, including Dracule, Mad Scientist, several aliens, and other dangerous space soldiers
New weapons and spacecrafts, including jetpacks, pneumatic guns, rocket rifles and other cool
gadgets
They fly! New physics-based damage system, apply all damage straight to organs and only a few
seconds later to the body
Use several new player characters, each with their own specific skills and abilities
Exploration of Jupiter, Saturn and Pluto - the first Action RPG game that dives into the deep dark
space
Experience the new combat system - Fight your enemies and shoot them with special weapons, or,
break their shields with brutal melee attacks
Face up to 8 bosses, each with their own unique fight and one-of-a-kind special attacks.
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